We live in a world that is always on the go, which is why we never stop
moving. We consistently seek out the best people, innovative tools and
modern technology to keep our wheels turning. Take us for a spin and
see the Dependacare Difference for yourself.

THE DEPENDACARE DIFFERENCE
We are built on the principles of compassion, professionalism and reliability where
customer satisfaction is the driver for all decisions.

EMPATHY

PRECISION

PROFESSIONALISM

INNOVATION

To identify with our
customers and
partners to understand
their feelings, thoughts
and attitude.

To assess
accurate times,
distance and cost
for every trip with
each customer.

To address
customers, partners
and each other with
the highest level of
respect.

To conduct business
and communicate
using the latest
technology applied
in inventive ways.

OUR MISSION is to provide caring, reliable transportation at an unparalleled service level using vehicles
maintained at the highest safety standards.

SERVICES

We provide customized transportation services in vans that are clean, comfortable and boast the latest technology to
efficiently transport our customers. We serve individuals, families, children, elderly and those with disabilities. We
accept pre-scheduled and same day appointments for door-to-door, curb-to-curb or door-through-door service.

BROKER
PARTNERSHIPS

NON-EMERGENCY MEDICAL
TRANSPORTATION

SCHOOL
TRANSPORTATION

PRIVATE
TRANSPORTATION

As the transportation industry evolves,
we enjoy building partnerships with
forward-thinking brokers looking for a
modern provider to service their trips.

We transport Medicaid members to
and from doctor appointments,
dialysis, physical therapy,
rehabilitation and more.

Reliability, consistency, and a friendly
face are the key to transporting our
youngest customers to and from
school in several surrounding counties.

It could be a birthday party, personal
errand or trip to the store - we enjoy
transporting our private clients & provide
convenient ways to schedule trips.

FLEET

QUALITY
HOW WE WORK

TECHNOLOGY
We take a modern approach to the transportation
industry and have built our business on technology.
We know where our vehicles are, when they need an
oil change, how our employees drive, all allowing us to
optimize our resources to more efficiently serve you.

We invest in newer vehicles with quality equipment.
Our wheelchair vans can fit multiple wheelchairs as
well as extra wide wheelchairs. Several vans have
smart floor capabilities for multiple interior
configurations that can accommodate
large groups.

OUR VEHICLES
Our fleet has a wide variety of vehicles that can service:

Ambulatory

Wheelchair

Stretcher

Bariatric

Our equipment includes:

Ramps/lifts hold up to 1,000 pounds
Ferno 35X PROFlexX® stretchers
Q’straint wheelchair tie downs
Braunability® conversions
Smart flooring system
Late model vehicles

FLEET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Every driver must
maintain a safety
score of 90 or
higher to retain
employment.

We operate efficiently by using a fleet management system with GPS tracking, driver
behavior monitoring with real-time alerts, route replay, automatic maintenance scheduling
and multiple reporting capabilities.

VEHICLE CAMERAS
Every vehicle is equipped with a robust dashcam that records audio & video. There are 3
simultaneous camera lenses with distinct viewing angles. A forward-facing lens documents
events in front of the vehicle, inside-facing lens with infrared night-vision records audio and
video inside the vehicle, and a third lens records rear-facing activity.

DEPENDACARE ON-DEMAND
CUSTOMER APP
Customers can easily request a ride on demand, get
pricing, view ride history, edit their profile and more:
-Book a trip for now or later
-Schedule multiple rides
-View driver ETA
-Watch driver arrive in real time
-Chat with driver in app
-Rate and request favorite drivers

Three ways to book a trip:
1) Download the app on your mobile phone (Android or Apple)
2) Use the form on our website at DependacareTransport.com
3) Call our office at (804) 745-1818
**Make sure you enter the contract code when you create an account to get program pricing.

1. VISIT OUR TABLE FOR MORE
INFORMATION & A GIVEAWAY
2. DOWNLOAD THE APP
3. CHECK OUT OUR VEHICLE
OUTSIDE

